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o. Introduction

We know already that the moduli space of stable bundles on an algebraic curve is always an unira

tional algebraic variety. In particular, there is no regular 2-form on it.

In the surface case the situation is more interesting. Ellingsrud showed that if the underlying surface

is the projective plane, then the moduli space, like in the curve case, is a unirational variety.

But this is not always true. For an abelian or K3 surface, which has an everywhere non-degenerate

2-form, Mukai [Muk] proved that the moduli space has also such 'a 2-form. This shows that if the

moduli space is compact, then it is an irrational variety.

In general we prove the following:

Theorem 1

Let X be an algebraic surface with a non-trivial regular 2-form and an ample divisor H = Kx +Ho

where J<x is the canonical divisor and Ho is an ample divisor on X. Given a line bundle L on X

and an integer k, let M(L, k) be aresolution of singularities of a compactification of the moduli

space of rank 2 H -stable bundles with the determinant bundle det = L and second Chern dass

C2 = k, then there exists an integer ko such that for k 2:: ko every irreducible component of

M(L, k) has a non-zero regular 2-form.

We remark that

1) There always exists a stable bundle with large second ehern dass. ([Mar], [Gi3], [Ta]).

2) It is not very difficult to show that at least one irreducible component has a regular 2-form, but

in general the moduli space is not irreducible ([FD.

One has the following remarkable corollary:

Every irreducible component of the moduli space of rank 2 stable bundles with large second Chern

dass on an algebraic surface with a non-trivial regular 2-form is an irrational variety.
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The idea of proof for theorem 1 is the following:

We construct a subvariety V in Hilb'(X), the Hilbert scheme of O-dimensional subschemes of the

length I, in X with the properties:

1) The codimension of V in Hilb'(X) is smaller than !dim Hilb'(X).

2) There is a surjective rational map e : V ---. M(L, k) with fibres birational to some projective

space.

On the other hand, every regular 2-form on X induces a quasi-symplectic structure on Hilb'(X).

(see [Mum], [Be])

Because of 1), we get a non-trivial regular 2-form on V from the restriction of the above quasi

symplectic structure to V, and this 2-form can be pushed down on M(L, k) using e.

The properties are a consequence of the following vanishing theorem of generic vector bundle form

the moduli space M(L, k).

Let O(D) be a line bundle on X, we define three subvarieties in the moduli space M(L, k) respect

to the twisting O(D) as:

Mt :={ [E] E M(L, k) IH 1(E(D)) =F O}

M~ :={ [E] E M(L, k) IH 1(E(D + I<)) =F O}

M~ :={ [E] E M(L, k) 13p EX H 1(Ip ® E(D)) =F O}

where I p is the ideal sheaf of all regular functions on X vanishing at p.

Suppose that [E] E M(L, k), we denote nk is the smallest integer so that x(E(nkH)) ~ 1, the

Hirzebruch-Riemann-Roch-formula gives nk ~ Jk/H2.

Theorem 2

Suppose that X has the non-negative Kodaira-dimension, then there exist two natural numbers

ko and mo depending only on the Ohern c1asses of X, H and L so that for any k ~ ko and

m ~ mo the subvarieties Mt (1 ~ i ~ 3) respect to the twisting O(mnkH) are proper in the

each component of the moduli space M(L,k).

Remark

1) It is easy to see that for any [E] E M(L, k) H2(E(mnkH)) always vanishes.
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2) D. Gieseker [Gi1] and M. Maruyama [Mar] proved thatJor each M(L, k) there exists a sufficiently

large integer n(L, k) so that

and E(nH) is generated by its global sections, V [E] E M(L, k), vn ~ n(L, k). Our theorem 2 gives

an explicit smaller number n(L, k) for generic [E] E M(L, k).

Another interesting consequence of theorem 2, which we will just mention here without proof, is the

following:

Taking a fix ehoosed integer m (~ mo) in theorem 2, then there exists an integer ko so that for any

integer k ~ ko

1) A generie eurve C in the linear system IL + 2mnkHI is the degenerate eurve of two linearly

independent sections of a stable vector bundle E(mnkH), [E] E M(L, k).

2) Let C~2(E(mnkH» be the subvariety of the c2(E(mnk))- fold symmetrie product CC2(E(mnkH»

parametrizing effective divisors of degree c2(E(mnkH)) on C moving in a linear system of the

dimension at least 1. Then there exist some components of C:
2
(E(mnk H )) so that whose generic

element is the zero locus of a section of E(mnkH).

3) M(L, k) has the correct dimension is equivalent to say that the components in C~2(E(mnkH))

have the correct dimension, namely the Bri1l-Noether number +1.

Donaldson [D2] proved recently that M(O, k) has the correct dimension, if k is sufficiently large,

hence the above components have the correct dimension.

Finally, I wish to thank Rebecca Barlow for introducing me to the work of Mumford. By this work

I learned how to construct 2-form on a subvariety of H i/bi (X). I would like to express my gratitude

to Professor F. Hirzebruch, and to the support of the Max-Planck-Institut [ur Mathematik in Bonn.
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1. Varieties of O-dimensional subschemes in the special position respect to a linear

system

Let X be a surface, ILI be a non-empty linear system and z be a O-dimensional subscheme in X

with the length I.

The linear subsystem 11z ® LI is regarded as all curves from ILI containing z.

Clearly, we have the inequality:

diml1z ®LI ~ dimlLI-I

We say that z is in the general position respect to ILI, if the equality holds. Otherwise z is in the

special position. More precisely, we consider the restriction map

Given a positive integer 'fJ with 0 ~ 1- 'fJ < hO(L), we define the subvariety V17 of O-dimensional

subschemes in the special position respect to the linear system ILI of the special degree 'fJ as

Of course, V17 is a proper subvariety in H ilb'(X), but the interesting thing is to give an upper

bound of the dimension of V17 • We give some answers in following two lemmas:

Lemma 1.1

Let X be a surEaee, q be the irregularity oE X, and V17 be the variety defined in the above, then

we have the inequality

The proof of lemma 1.1 is more or less classical, but we need the following:

Lemma ( 1arrobino [I] )

Let Sym
'
(X) be the I-th symmetrie product oE the surEaee X, (whieh is the parameter spaee oE

all O-eycles in X oE the length I ) and

Hilb'(X)
11"

-------+ Sym'(X)
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be the canonical resolution oE the singularities oE Sym1(X).

Suppose 7r(z) = n1z1 + ... + n 8 z8 , then the fibre 7r- 1 (7r(z)) has the dimension 1- 8.

Lemma (Clifford theorem in the surface case)

H D 1 and D2 are effective divisors in X, then

The proof of Cliffords theorem in the surface case is exactly same as in the curve case ([Gi2]), but

we can not find a reference, which gives a proof. So we would like to give following:

Proof of the lemma (Clifford theorem in the surface case)

Suppose that hO(Dd = 1, then it is clear that

As for the case hO(D1 ) ~ 2.

Let IM I be the moving part of ID1 1, then

and

Because IMI is free from fixed components, we may choose t1 so that the zero locus of t1 and the

zero locus of 81 have non common components.

Suppose

then
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Because S1 does not vanish along any component of the zero locus of t 1 , therefore, t vanishes

along the above zero locus. We get t = At1, S = AS1 and b2 s 2 + ... + bR2 SR2 = AS1, hence

A = b2 = ... = bR2 = 0 and a1 = ... = aRl = O.

This means that the R 1 + R2 -1 sections S1t1, S1t2, ... , s1tRll S2t1, S3t1, ... , SR2t1 In HO(M + D2 )

are linearly independent, in particular,

The lemma is proved.

Proof of lemma 1.1

Consider the natural map

Hilb'(X)
\LI

Z

1f'

-----+ Sym'(X)
\U

t-------+ L:~1 lizi .

We mayassume that m is constant for each Z from V := V'7. (In fact m is constant for Z from

a Zariski open set of V.) The Iarrobino Lemma says:

(.1.1) dirn V ~ dirn 7r(V) + I - m .

Let Zr := Zl + ... + Zm be the reduced subscheme of z, then the natural inclusion I z ~ I Zr induces

the following exact sequences

and we get

We see that 7r(V) is embedded in the subvariety

(1.2)
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where Hilb(X)r denotes the Zariski open set of Hilb(X) contains all reduced subschemes.

In particular, we have the estimate

dirn 7r(V) ~ dirn Vr

Consider the subvariety v;., at first we want to separate the fixed components of the linear subsystem

IIz ® LI, zEll,..

Let Fz be the fixed component of IIz ® LI (Fz can be empty). If we move z in Vr , then Fz is

moved in a subvariety of the parameter space C of all curves in X with the bounded degree LH,

where H is an ample divisor.

We know that the local dimension of C at the point C has the following upper bound

dimClc ~ dirn ICI +q(X)

Suppose that there are m - n points {zn+l, ... , zm} of z, zEll,., which lie on Fz .

It is clear that the number m - n is constant for all z from a Zariski open set of v;..

Sum up the above disscusion, we define (locally) a morphism as

J
Vr ----+ Hilbm-n(X)r xC
\11 UJ

Zl + ... + Zm~ (zn+ 1 + ... + zm, Fz ) .

The image f(v;.) lies in the subvariety

(1.3) Hz, C) E Hilbm-n(X)r x Clz C C}

which has the dimension ~ (m - n) + (hO(C) - 1 + q(X» at the point (z, C).

We want to understand fibres of f. Let z = Zl + ... + Zn + Zn+l + ... + Zm E v;. with Zn+l, ... , Zm

lieing on Fz , then we have the exact sequence

where r is the restrietion of sections from HO(Iz ® L) to the curve Fz , i is the multiplication of

sections from H°(Izl+ ...Zn ® (L - Fz» with the section from H°(IZn+l+ ...+Zm ® Fz), which has the

zero locus Fz and the image i(H°(Izl+...+Zn ® (L - Fz») can be regarded as the subspace of all

sections from HO(Iz ® L), which vanish along Fz •
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Because Fz is the fixed component of IIz ® LI, r is zero map, hence we have the isomorphism

(1.4)

and the linear subsystem IIz1 +...+Zn ® (L - Fz)1 has non more fixed components.

Let R = hO(L) and R' = hO(L - Fz ), 'from (1.4) and (1.2) we get

(1.5)

and

dim(r: HO(L - Fz ) -+HO(OZl+...+Zn ® (L - Fz )))

=R' + I - TJr - R « R')

=n - (n + R + TJr - R' - I)

= :n - TJ' (TJ' 2:: 0)

with the following restrietion map

After the above discussion we see easily that the fibre of f is embedded in the following subvariety

(1.6)

with IL - Fz I is free from the fixed component.

The number n can be zero. ( for examples if IL - Fz I is composed with pencil or L - Fz =0 x. )

In this case we have

dirn Vrl z = dimf(lf,.)IJ(z) ~ m + hO(Fz) -1 + q(X).
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Since R' - (R - 1+ TJr) = 0 from (1.4) and Clifford lemma, we obtain

dirn Vrl z ~m + hO(Fz ) - 1 + q(X) + R' - R + 1- TJr

=1 + m - TJr + q(X) + (ho(Fz) + hO(L - Fz ) - 1 - hO(L)

~ I + m - TJr + q(X).

From (1.1) and (1.2) we have

dirn V ~ 21 - TJr + q(X) ~ 21 - TJ + q(X).

Now suppose n > O. We want to bound the dimension of the fibre f-1.

We analyse carefully the fibre f- 1f(z). The linear system IL - Fz I iE; free from fixed components,

because its linear subsystem IIz1+...+Zn ® (L - FZ)I in (1.4) is already free from fixed components.

Let B be the set of base points of IL - Fz I.

Suppose there are n - s points {Z"+l' ... ,zn} from Zl + ... + Zn E f- 1f(z), which lie in B. The

number n - s is constant for Zl + ...zn from a Zariski open set of f-1f(z).

Because Zs+l, ... , Zn are base points of IL - Fz I, the exact sequence:

induces the isomorphism

(1.7)

Compare (1.5), we obtain

in the restrietion map

Therefore, we may define the morphism as
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w
ZI + ... + Zn t--+

Because the fibre of b lies in the set of the base points B which has dimension 0, hence b- I also

has dimension 0, and we have

(1.8)

Now consider the regular map induced by the linear system IL - Fz I

X\B~ pR'-1

cP mapsthepoints {zl"",Z6} to t different points {WI, ... ,wtl, and t isconstantforeach zl+",+Z6

element of a Zariski open set of bf- I fez).

Let H denote the hyperplane section of pR'-I, then cP induces the isomorphism by pull back

This shows, the points {WI, ... ,wtl span a proper subspace pn-,..,'-I In pR'-I.

cP induces also a morphism of Hilbert schemes in the following way

bf-I fez) {w C Hilbt (pR'-1 )r/w E cP(X \ B), iiJ = p;:-,..,'-I}
\11

wI + ... + Wt .

We see easily that the fibre of cP. is contained in the following subvariety

The dimension of cP- I(Wi)' (1 ~ i ~ t) must be zero. Otherwise the linear subsystems

IIz1 +...+zs ® (L - FZ)I ~ IIz1+...+Zn ® (L - Fz)1 would have some fixed components cP- I(Wi) from

(1.9) and (1.7), but the above second linear subsystem is free from fixed components from (1.4).

Therefore, we obtain
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dirn </>;1 = 0 ,

hence

(1.10) dimb/-1/(z) =dirn </>.b/- 1 /(z)

The image </>.b/-1/(z) can be described better more in the following way:

Suppose the first n - Tl points {Wl, ...,wn - 11'} of W, W E </>.b/-1/(z) span already the linear

subspace P:;-11' -1.

If we move W in a Zariski open set of </>. b/-1/(z), then the sum of its first n - Tl points is naturally

moved in a subvariety of the following variety:

and they span always a subspace of dimension n - Tl - 1.

It means that we can (locally) define a morphism " the projection to the first n - 7]' points"

</>.b/-1/(z)~ {wEHilbn - 11 '(pR'-1)rlw C</>(X\B)}
\JI \JI

W r-------+ Wl + ... + w n - 11 '

The fibre of p is embedded in the following subvariety

The dimension ofthe intersection </>(X\B)np:;-11'-1 must be zero. Otherwise the linear subsystem

Ilw 0 HI in (1.9) would have a fixed component, whose pull back under </> is a fixed component in

the linear subsystems Ilzl+"'+zs ® (L - FZ)I ~ Ilzl+"'+z" 0 (L - Fz)I, this is impossible.

Therefore, we obtain

dimp-l =0 ,

this implies

dirn </>.b/- 1/(z) = dimp</>.b/- 1/(z) ~ 2(n - 7]') .

From (1.10), (1.8) and (1.5) we get an upper bound of the fibre dimension
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dimf-l(f(z)) ~2(n - rl)

~2n - 17' (17' ~ 0)

=2n - (n + R + 17r - R' - I)

=n+I-17r+ hO(L-Fz)-hO(L) ,

hence from (1.3) and Clifford lemma we obtain

dirn v;.lz =dimf(Vr)I!(z) + dimf-l(f(z»

~(m - n) + hO(Fz) - 1 + q(X) + n + 1- 17r + hO(L - Fz) - hO(L)

~m + 1- 17r + q(X) .

Finally (1.2) and (1.1) follow the inequality

dirn V ~ 2/- 17r + q(X) ~ 2/- 17 + q(X)

Lemma 1.1 is done.

Under some stronger conditions on L we have the following observation:

Suppose that L is ample line bundle and z is O-dimensional subscheme of the length I. We look

at the exact sequence

o~H°(Iz ® (L + K)) ~ HO(O(L + J<)) ~ HO(Oz ® (L + K» ~

~Hl(Jz ® (L + K» ~ H1(O(L + K» ~ 0 ,

clearly, we have H 1 (O( L + K» =0 from the Kodaira-vanishing theorem.

If we have some furthermore suitable assumptions for L so that hO(L + K) > I, then z is in the

special position respect to IL + KI if and only if H1(Jz ® (L + K» i= O.

Motivated by the above observation we have the following:

Lemma 1.2

Let X be a surEace oE the non-negative Kodaira dimension with canonical divisor K, and the

irregularity q. Suppose that L is an ample divisor in X with
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L2 > 41

and

6(L):= min.{ LC Iall curves C C X} ~ 4 ,

then the subvariety

has

dirn V ::; 2/- 6(L)/4 + q

The proof ot lemma 1.2 is a consequence of the Bogomolov T-stability theorem [Bo], [Reid] and the

technique due to 1. Reider, M. Beltrametti, P. Francia and A. J. Sommese in the proof of vanishing

theorem of rank 1 torsion free sheaves [Reider], [BFS]. We have to use again Iarrobino lemma and

the following:

Lemma (Gieseker [Gi2] )

Let X be a surEace oE the non-negative Kodaira dimension, and D be a divisor in X with D 2 > 0,

whose linear system has non fixed components and non base points, then

Proof of lemma 1.2

It is clear that Exth (Iz 0 L, 0) ~ H 1 (Iz 0 (L + [{nV has a constant positive dimension for all z

form a Zariski open set in V by using the upper semi-continous theorem.

Noting ampleness of L, we have always Extß(Iz 0 L, 0) ~ HO( -L) = O. This implies, there exists

a family of rank 2 torsion free sheaves E on X x V~ so that Elx, z =: Ez comes from the following

extension:

with a non-trivial extension class in Extb(Iz 0 L, 0), where V~ is a little smaller open set in V. (

In claim 2.1 in 2.1 we give an exact proof of existence of such a family.)
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Let E~v be the bidual of Ez , then E~v is rank 2 vector bundle, and the canonical map Ez ---+ E~v

induces the following commutative diagram:

o-l- 0 -l- E z -l- I z ® L -l- 0

11 1 Ir
o-l- 0 -l- E~v -l- Iz ' ® L -l- 0

where z' is a subscheme of z. The indusion <p defines the homomorphisms

Ij) : Exth(Iz' ® L, 0) -l- Exth(Iz ® L, 0)

which maps the extension dass of the second exact sequence e' to the non trivial extension dass of

the first one. (see [Ty], prop.1.2 and lemma 1.2)

In particular, e' f; O. This implies Iz' f; 0, otherwise Exth(Iz' ® L, 0) ::::: H 1 (L + K)V = O.

The difference of the two lengthes / - Iz'l is just the length of the singularities locus of E z , and it

is a constant number / - m for all z from a little smaller Zariski open set Va of Va.

Therefore the rk-2 bundles E';v, z E Va have the same determinant bundle L and the second

ehern number Iz'l = m, and it forms a family of bundles. (more exady we should say, in some

smaller open set of Va.)

Formally we also define a "bidual " map

(1.11)

vv
Va -----+ Hi/bm(X)
\11 IV

Z r------+ z'

We want to understand better more the subvariety V V (Va).

Look at the exact sequence:

Because E~v is a rank 2 vector bundle and ciCE~V) = L2 > 4/ ~ 4m = 4C2(E~V) > 0, from the

prop. (1.4) in [BFS] we get the following:

There exists a curve Dz' In X, which contains the subscheme z' and satisfies the inequalities

(1.12) LDz' - m ~ D;, < LDz ,/2 < m
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By using the Bodge index-theorem and the Gieseker lemma we have the following:

Claim

The linear system IDz 1 1 has the dimension::; m/2.

Proof

Suppose IMI be the moving part of IDzl1, then

LM/2 ::; LDz l/2 < m

from (1.12).

The Bodge index-theorm gives:

Since L 2 /4 > I ~ m, we obtain M 2 < m.

Case 1

IMI is not composed with pencil.

Blow-up the base points of IMI

then the linear system of proper transformation IMI has following properties:

1) IMI is free from base points.

2) 0 < M2
::; M 2

•

3) IMI and IMI have the same dimension

Therefore, we can apply the Gieseker lemma and get:

Case 2

IMI is composed with pencil. (see [BPV] page 113-114)

There exists I-dimensional algebraic system in X, whose generic element is a smooth irreducible

curve F, so that M is algebraic equivalent to lF with dirn IMI ::; l.
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Frorn the following inequalities

IFL = ML ~ Dz,L < 2m, FL ~ 4

we obtain

dirnlMI ~ I ~ m/2 .

The claim is done.

Now we want to bound dirn V by using the similar rnethod in the proof of lemma 1.1.

Consider the canonical rnaps:

(1.13)

then we have

Hilb'(X)
u
Va
\U
z

Sym'(X)
U

7rl(Va)
11I

E~=11iZi

dirn Va ~ dirn 7rl(Va) + 1- s

frorn the Iarrobino lemma. So we have to estirnate dirn 7rl(Va). It is easy to see that 7rl(Va) IS

canonically ernbedded in Hilb8 (X).

On the other hand we look at the bidual rnap (1.1), z' = V V (z) is a subscherne of z. This follows

that under the rnap

Hilbm(X)
11'".

symm(x)--+

U V
V V (Va) --+ 7rm (V V (Va»

\V w
z' E n I"t------+ i=l iZi·

we have

(1.14)
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The prop. (1.4) and our claim just say that the points {zi, ... , z~} lie on the curve DZ' with

dirn IDz/l ~ m/2. Therefore, 71'l(VO) lies in the subvariety:

where Cm / 2 is the parameter space of all curves G in X with dirn IGI ~ m/2.

We see easily that the above subvariety has dimension ~ 2(s - n) + n + m/2 + q(X).

From (1.13) we get:

s

dirn Vo ~ L li - S + (2(s - n) + n + m/2 + q(X))
i=l

n s

=m/2+q(X)+ L1i+ L li+(s-n)
i=l i=n+l

n n n n s

=m/2+ q(X) - L/~ + (L/~ - L1i) +2L 1i + L li + (s - n)
i=l i=l i=l i=l i=n+l

Because m 2:: LDz,/2 2:: !min.{ LG Iall curves Ge X} =: o(L) in (1.12), L:7=11~ = m,

li ~ li, (1 ~ i ~ n) in (1.14) and li 2:: 1, (1 ~ i ~ s), the above last inequality implies:

n s

dirn Vo ~m/2 + q(X) - m + 2 L li + 2 L li
i=l i=n+l

=21 + q(X) - m/2

1
~21 + q(X) - 40(L)

Lemma 1.2 is proved.
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2. Basic definitions, constructions and a vanishing theorem for generic rank 2 stable

bundles

The goal of this section is to show theorem 2. We give the outline of our proof as the following:

Let M(L, k) be the moduli space ofrank 2 H-stable bundles with det = Land C2 = k. By twisting

E with O(noH) we mayassume L is ample. This is nothing but because of some technique

reasons in the proof of lemma 2.1. We will often denote E(nH) by E(n), det(E(n)) by det(n),

and c2(E(n)) by c2(n). Suppose that nk is the smallest integer so that x(E(nkH)) ~ 1, the

Hirzebruch-Riemann-Roch-formula gives nk ~ JkJH2. If k is sufficiently large, then for any [E]

from M(L, k) the twisted bundle E(nkH) has at least one non-trivial section, this is because of

the Serre-duality and the stability of E.

A section of E(nk) with I-dimensional zero locus C is naturally regarded as a section of E(nk)(-C)

with the isolated zero locus z, and induces the exact sequence

With another words we say, all elements [E] from M(L, k) come from the extensions of the rank 1

torsion-free sheaves Iz ® (det(nk) - 2C) by the structure sheaf 0.

So it is natural to study the moduli space Fa of all extensions (2.1, nk). By standard arguments,

there exists a stratification of Fa.

Fa = UFo.6,'7,1
6,'7,i

Roughly say, the moduli space F2.'7 comes from three contributions. The first part is the global

extension group Exth(Iz ® (det(nk) - 2C), 0) (~Hl(Iz® (det(nk) + K - 2C))V ~ C'7) with the

fixed torsion-free sheaf Iz ® (det(nk) - 2C).

The second part is the moduli space of all torsion-free sheaves Iz ® (det(nk) - 2C) with the fixed

line bundle O(C), HC =6, and dimH 1 (Iz ® (det(nk) + K - 2C) = TJ. This moduli space is the

following subvariety of Hilb/z/(X)

And the third part is the irreducible component .c6,i of the moduli space .c6 of line bundles O(C)

with the degree HC =6, which is relatively smaller and has the bounded dimension ~ q(X).

In 2.1 we show that there exist two canonical morphisms in a obvious way
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° (e,ß)
FO,17,i --+ M(L, k) x [,o,i --+ M(L, k) ,

the fibre of the morphism (e,ß) over ([E], O(C)) is identified with a Zariski open set of the global

seetions space HO(E(nk)(-C)) via the block-map.

More deeply, we want to know that for which FR, 17 ,i , the image e(FR,17,i) is a Zariski open set in

M(L, k). We analyse carefully the extension group Exth(Iz ® (det(nk) - 2C), 0)

~ H1(Iz ® (det(nk) + I< - 2C))V ~ C17, and the variety VO,17,i(C),

Looking at the exact sequence

o~Ho(Oz ® (det(nk) + I< - 2C))/r(Ho(det(nk) + I< - 2C)) ~ H1(Iz ® (det(nk) + I< - 2C)) ~

~Hl(det(nk) + I< - 2C) ~ 0 ,

and by using the lliemann-Roch-theorem, the Hodge-index-theorem, and the Gieseker Lemma we

have an upper bound of h1(det( nk) + I< - 2C).

The quotient space

just measures the special position ofthe subscheme z respect to the linear system Idet(nk)+I< -2CI.

Our lemma 1.1 gives the upper bound

dirn VO,17,i(C) ~ 21zl- 7]' + q(X).

We put all inequalities together and get in lemma 2.1 the following estimate

dirn FO,17,i(C) ~ the virtual dimension of M(L, k) - cVkHC + dVk ,

where c and d are some positive constants only depending on the ehern classes of X, H, and L.

This shows that

There exist two constants ko and 0o only depending on Chern-classes of X, Hand L so that for

any k 2:: ko the variety UO$oo e(FR,17,i) =: Mo(L, k) is a Zariski open and dense set in M(L, k).

The result is expeeted. To get the extension (2.1, nk) for a generic element [E] from M(L, k) we

have to twist E with line bundle O(nkH-C), which is not very different to the line bundle O(nkH)
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arising from the inequality L:7=0 hi(E(nk)) = x(E(nk)) ~ 1 from the Hirzebruch-Riemann-Roch

formula.

Now we limit our attention to the subvarieties V6,'1,i (2.2). By Standard arguments we show in

lemma 2.2:

The subvarieties V6,'1,i(G), 6 ~ 60 defined in (2.2) has the following upper bound of the codimen

sion in Hilb1zl(X)

where d is a constant only depending on the Ghern-c1asses of X, Hand L.

Now we twist again E(nk), [E] E Mo(L, k) with O((m - l)nkH) and get the twisted exact

sequence from (2.1,nk)

where z E V6,'1,i(G) and HG ~ 60 ,

We find two big but constant integers ko and mo so that for any k ~ ko, m ~ mo, and any curve G

in X with HG ~ 60 the line bundles O((m-l)nkH+G-K) and O((m-l)nkH+det(nk)-G-K)

in (2.4) are both ample. Furthermore, the second line bundle also satisfies the coditions in lemma

1.2 namely, for z E V6,'1,i(G)

and for any curve D in X.

[(m - l)nkH + det(nk) - G - K]D > 4hVk ,

where h is a constant bigger than the coefficient d in (2.3).

We look at the cohomology exact sequence induced by the exact sequence (2.4)

The ampleness of the line bundle O((m - l)nk H + G - K) implies H1(E(mnk)) is embedded in
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Therefore if H1(E(mnk)) f; 0, then the subscheme z in the above exact sequence must lie on the

following subvariety of H ilb1zl (X)

On the other hand, lemma 1.2 gives the lower bound of the codimension of V in Hilb1zl(X)

codimHilbl"I(X)V > hVk - q(X) .

Hence from (2.3) we obtain

codimV6''1.i(C) V6,'7,ä{C) n V > (h - d)Vk - q(X) > 0

This shows that all bundles [E] from Mo(L, k) with H1(E(mnk) f; 0 form a proper subvariety of

Mo(L, k). With similar arguments we prove also the rest statements in theorem 2.

2.1 We begin to exactly construct the moduli space FO of all extensions (2.1, nk). More generally,

suppose that n is a fixed integer so that for any element [E] E M(L, k) there exists the exact

sequence

(2.1,n) o~ 0 ~ E(n)(-C) ~ I z ® (det(n) - 2C) ~ 0 ,

where the subscheme z in (2.1) has the length

(2.5) Izi = c2(n) + C2
- det(n)C .

The stability of E and effectivity of C give the following inequalities

(2.6) o~ 6 := HC < Hdet(n)/2 .

Let.c6 (0 ~ 6 < Hdet(n)/2) be the moduli space of allIine bundles O(C) on X with at least one

non-trivial section and the fixed degree HC =6. It is clear that .c6 is a quasi-projective variety of

dimension ~ q(X). We have the decomposition of t~e irreducible components
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We consider the product space Hilb"(X) x .co,i with li := C2(n) + C2
- det(n)C, O(C) E .co,i'

There is a universal subscheme

Z"(X) C X X Hilb"(X)

flat of degree li over Hilb"(X) so that for each locally noether scheme Z C X x T, whose direct

image P2"'(OZ) is a locally free OT-modul of rank li, there exists exactly one morphism

j : T ---+ Hilb"(X)

satisfying

Z =(lx X j)*(Z"(X))

The ideal sheaf I of Zl, (X) is just the universal ideal sheaf of all ideal sheaves, which defines

O-dimensional subschemes of the length li in X (see [Gö], page 19).

Let C be the universalline bundle on X x .co,i' From the projections ql, q2 and Px

q'J PX
X x (Hilb" (X) x .co,i) ----+ X x .cO,i ----+ X

q1l
X X Hilb"(X)

we get a family of sheaves Iz ® (det(n) - 2C)

qi(I) ® q2(px(det(n)) - 2C)

-1
X X (Hilb"(X) x .cO,i).

For a fixed integer TI the subset

VO,'7,i := {(z, O(C)) E Hilb"(X) x .co,i I dirn Exth (Iz ® (det(n) - 2C), 0) = TI}

is a quasi-projective subvariety of Hilb"(X) x .co,i from the upper semi-continuous theorem.

By taking an elemment (z, O(C)) E VO,'7,i and an extension dass e E Exth(Iz ® (det(n) - 2C), 0),

we get a rank 2 torsion-free sheaf E with det(E) =L and c2(E) = k from the extension (2.1,n).

To get the moduli space of all such extensions is just glueing all elements (z, O(C), e) together.

More exactly, let us look at the subfamily
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qi(I) ® q2(px(det(n)) - 2C)

-l

Because for any (z, O(C)) E Vo,'7,i the extension group ExthUz®(det(n)-2C), 0) has the constant

dimension TJ, the relative extension group Ext~"V(qi(I)® q2(px(det(n)) - 2C), 0) respect to the

projection 7T'v : X x Vo,'7,i --+ Vo,'7,i is a rank TJ vector bundle Fo,'7,i on VO,'7,i. We see that Fo,'7, is

the moduli space of all extensions (2.1, n) with the fixed dates (8, TJ, i). Furtheremore, we have the

following:

Claim 2.1

There exists a family of torsion-free sheaves & on X x Fo,'7,i, so that the restriction &lcx,z,o(C),e)

is isomorphie to E(n)(-C) eoming from the extension (2.1, n) with the extension dass e.

The proof is a combination of the argument for the case TJ = 1 ( see [GV] , page 366) and the

argument for the case I z ~ 0 (see [NR] , page 19, prop. 3.1).

Proof

By [BPS], page 137 there exists a spectral sequence

Because for any (z,O(C)) E VO,'7,i noting (2C - det(n))H < 0 we have

Ext~(Iz ® (det(n) - 2C), 0) ~ HO(0(2C - det(n)) =0 ,

therefore Ext~v(qi(I)®q~(px(det(n))-2C),7T'V(F~'7,i)) =0, hence from the above spectral sequence

we obtain the isomorphism

(2.7)

ExtbxxV6,,,,i (qr(I) ® q~(px(det(n)) - 2C), 7T'tr(F~'7,i))

~HO(Ext;v(qr(I) ® q; (Px (det(n)) - 2C), 7T'tr(FO~'7,i))

~Ho(Fo,'7,i ® FO~'7,i)) .

On the other hand, let
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be the natural projeetion, then the composition of the base change morphism (see [BPS], page 137)

and the canonical morphism

gives the morphism

ExthxxV6.'1" (qi(T) ® q;(px(det(n)) - 2C), 71"* (OXXF6''1,J)

-+ExthxXF6.'1" (7I"*(qi(T) ® q;(px(det(n» - 2C)), 7I"*(OXXV6.'1.J)

Noting the inclusion 7I"V(F6~'7,i) '-+ 71"* (OXXF6''1,J we get the morphism

(2.8)
ExthxXV6.'1" (q;(T) ® q;(px(det(n)) - 2C), 7I"~(F6~'7,i»

-+ExthxxF6 '1 •.c7l"*(qi(T) ® q;(px(det(n)) - 2C)), 71"* (OXXV6.'1.J)

The canonical element in HO(F6,'7,i ® F6~'7,i) gives rise to an element in

ExtbxXF6.'1" (71"* (qi(T) ®q2(px(det(n» - 2C)), 71"* (Oxxv6.'1.J) via the ismorphism (2.7) and the mor

phism (2.8). Finally, the extension &

corresponding the above extension class is exactly as required in our claim. Claim 2.1 is done.

Because "locally free" and "H-stable" are both open conditions in the parameter space of a fam-·

ily of torsion free sheaves, we get a Zariski open set F6~'7,i C F6,'7,i, so that all extensions with

(z, O(C), e) E F~'7,i are H-stable vector bundles.

The universal extension & induces a morphism

e : F~'7,i --+ M(L, k)

In fact, e is just the correspondence:

(z, O(C), e) 1-+ [E] ,
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where E comes from the extension (2.1, n) with the extension dass e.

The projection p: Hilb'i (X) x .co,i ---+ .co,i induces the following morphisms:

(2.9)

(e,ß)
FO ---+ M(L, k) x .co,i0,'7 ,i

~ 1
M(L, k).

We describe fibres of the morphism (e, p) in the following way:

Given an element ([E], O(C)) E (e,p)(Ff,'7,i)' then E has the representation (2.1,n).

Let HO(E(n)(-C))O be the set of all sections in HO(E(n)(-C)) with isolated zero locus, which is

a non-empty Zariski open set, because the above extension just gives such a section.

Suppose that s is a section from the above Zariski open set, then s induces the exact sequence

(2.1, n) with the zero locus Z of s and the extension dass e.

'We compare the block-map defined in [T], and define the generalized block-map simply as:

UI

S

FOO,'7,i
\11

(z,O(C),e)

It is easy to see that the image <p(HO(E(n)(-C))O) is eaxctly the fibre (e,p)-l([El,O(C)).

Becuase E(n)(-C) is stable, hence is simple, it implies that <p is injective (see [Tl, lemma 2.3). In

particular, the fibre (e,p)-l([El, O(C)) has the dimension hO(E(n)(-C)).

2.2 Now let nk be the smallest integer so that x(E(nk)) ~ 1, the Hirzebruch-Riemann-Roch

formula and some calculations give nk = Jk/H2 + ak- 1 + b, where a, bare numbers depending

on k but are bounded.

If k is sufficiently large, then H 2(E(nk)) = 0 from the Serre duality and the stability of E, hence

HO(E(nk)) f= 0, and we have the moduli space FO =UO,'7,i FR,'7,i of all extensions (2.1, nk), which
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are H-stable and locally free. We want to know that for which F~7],i' the image e(F~7]li) of the'

morphism e in (2.9) is a Zariski open set in the moduli space M(L, k). This is.the following:

Lemma 2.1

There exist positive integers ko, c and d which depend only on the Chern classes of X, Hand L

so that for any k ~ ko and any F6~7],i we have

We know that the moduli space M(L, k) has the dimension ~ 4k + constant. Lemma 2.1 just

means that generic [E] E M(L, k) come from the extension (2.1, nk) with the curve C of smaller

degree HC = 8 ~ dlc + 1 =: 80 •

Proof

We look at the diagram (2.9). Since J:,6,i has bounded dimension ~ q(X), it is sufficient to show

that the dimension of the fibre p-l(C) =: F~7],i(C) has the following upper bound

dimF~7],i(C)~ 4k - cVk8 + dVk .

We analyes carefully the fibration

The bace space V6~'7,i(C) is a Zariski open set in the subvariety

with

(2.10)
li = c2(E(nk)) + C2

- det(E(nk))C

= n~H2 + nkHL + k + C2
- C(2nkH + L)

and the fibre 7r- 1 (z) is a Zariski open set in the global extension group

Exth(Iz ® (det(nk) - 2C), 0) ~ H1(Iz ® (det(nk) + K - 2C))V of the dimension "I.

So it is sufficient to estimate
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(2.11) dirn VO,'7,i(C) + TJ ~ 4k - cVkfJ + dVk

Applying the Riemann-Roch-theorem to the line bundle

O(det(nk) + K - 2C) ~ O(2nkH + L + K - 2C) ,

we get

hO(det(nk) + K - 2C) - h1(det(nk) + K - 2C)

1
=X(O) + 2[(2nkH + L + K - 2C)2 - (2nkH + L + K - 2C)K]

1
=X(O) + 2L(L + K) + 2n~H2 + nkH(2L + K) - CK + 2[C2 - C(2nkH + L)]

We replace the last term 2[C2 - C(2nkH + L)] in the last equality by (2.10) and get

(2.12)
hO(det(nk) + K - 2C) - h1 (det(nk) + K - 2C)

=21i - 2k - CK + nkHK + X(O) + ~L(L + K)

We relate the dimension TJ = h1 (Iz ® (det( nk) + K - 2C)) with the degree TJ" of the special position

of the scheme z respect to the linear system Idet(nk) + K - 2CI by the following exact sequence

(2.13)

0-4 H°(Iz ® (det(nk) + K - 2C)) -4 HO(det(nk) + J( - 2C) -4

-4 HO(Oz ® (det(nk) + K - 2C)) -4 H 1(Iz ® (det(nk) + K - 2C)) -4

-4 H 1(det(nk) + K - 2C) -40, Z E Vo,'7,i .

We have two cases:

As for the first case. Suppose in the exact sequence (2.13) we have

(2.14)

dirn {r : HO(det(nk) + K - 2C)) -4 HO(Oz ® (det(nk) + K - 2C))}

=hO(det(nk) + K - 2C) - TJ'

=li - (li - hO(det(nk) + K - 2C) + TJ')
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here TI' and TI" are non-negative integers, then from (2.13) and (2.12) we get the relations bewteen

TI, TI' and TI"

(2.15)

TI =h1 (Iz ® (det(nk) + I< - 2C))

=li - (hO(det(nk) + I< - 2C)) - 7]') + h1(det(nk) + I< - 2C)

=h - (ho(det(nk) + I< - 2C) - TI')

+ hO(det(nk) + I< - 2C) + 2k - 2li + CI< - nkHI< - xCV) - L(L + I<)/2

=2k -li + 7]' + CI< - nkHI< - xCV) - L(L + K)/2 .

On the other hand, from (2.14) we see that VO,'1,i(C) lies on the following subvariety

If TI' > 0, then TI" > 0 and li - TI" < hO(det(nk) + I< - 2C). The above subvariety is just defined

in lemma 1.1, hence we obtain

(2.16)

dirn VO,'1,i(C) ~21i - TI" + q(X)

=21i - (li - hO(det(nk) + I< - 2C) + TI') + q(X)

~21i - TI' + q(X) (li - hO(det(nk) +!{ - 2C) ~ 0)

If TI' = 0, we have automatically the last estimate.

Hence from (2.15) and (2.16) we get

(2.17) TI + dirn VO,'1,i(C) ~ 2k + (li + CI<) - nkHI< - xCV) - L(L + K)/2 + q(X) .

To bound the term li + CI< in (2.17).

Since CH < det(nk)H/2 = nkH2 + LH/2,

the Hodge- index-theorem gives

C2 (CH)(CH) ( LH )CH
~ . H2 ~ nk + 2H2

Noting H = I< + Ho, we have simply

CI< =C(H - Ho) ~ CH
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Combining the above two inequalities we obtain

li + CI< =n~H2 + k + nkHL - C(2nkH + L) + C2 + CI<

LH
5:.n~H2+ k + nkHL - C(2nkH + L) + (nk + 2H2 )CH + CH

2 2 LH
=nkH + k + nkHL - (nk - 2H2 -l)CH - CL

2 2 LH
5:. nkH + k + nkHL - (nk - 2H2 - l)CH (CL ~ 0) ,

and from (2.17) noting nk = Jk/ H2 + ak- 1 + b, we find positive integers ko, c ancl d depending

only on the Chern classes of X, H and L so that if k ~ ko, then

7J + dirn V6,'7,i(C) 5:. 4k - cVkCH + dVk

We have proved (2.11) for case 1.

To case 2. Suppose in the exact sequence (2.13) we have

where 7J' is a non-negative integer. Then the exact sequence (2.13) gives

(2.18)
7J =h1(Iz ® (det(nk) + I< - 2C))

=h1(det(nk) + I< - 2C) + 7J' .

Similar as in the first case V6,'7,i (C) is embedded in the subvariety

In this case we have always li - 7J' 5:. li < hO (det(nk) + I< - 2C). If 7J' > 0, then applying lemma

1.1 again we get

If 7J' = 0, we have trivially the above inequality.
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Using (2.18) and (2.12) we obtain

(2.19)

TI + dirn Vo,f7,i(C)

~21i + hl(det(nk) + K - 2C) + q(X)

=2k + (hO(det(nk) + K - 2C) + KC) - nkHK - X(O) - L(L + K)/2 + q(X)

We have to bound the term hO(det(nk) + K - 2C) + KC in (2.19)

Let IMI be the moving part of the linear system Idet(nk) + K - 2CI.

If IMI is not composed with pencil, we can apply the Gieseker lemma same as in the proof of lemma

1.2 and obtain:

Using the Hodge-index-theorem again we have a upper bound of M 2/2

M 2/2 < (MH)2
- 2H2

< [(det(nk) + K - 2C)H]2
- 2H2

[2nkH2 - 2CH + (L + K)H]2
2H2

2 2 2CH
=2nkH - 4nkCH + Jj2CH + dICH + d2nk + ds

2 2 LH 2
~2nkH - 4nkCH + (2nk + H2 )CH + dICH + d2nk + ds (CH < nkH + LH/2)

2 2 LH
=2nkH + (H2 - 2nk)CH + dlHC + d2nk + ds ,

where di are some constants depending only on the ehern classes of H, Land K.

Noting CI{ ~ CH, the above two inequalities give

(2.20)

If IMI is composed with pencil, then there exists aI-dimensional algebraic system, whose generic

element F is a smooth irreducible curve so that M is algebraic equivalent to IF, and dirn IMI ~ 1

(see [BPV], page 113-114). 1 is easy to bound as the following
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(2.21)

I=MH
FH

~MH

~(det(nk)+ J{ - 2C)H

=(2nkH + L + J{ - 2C)H

~2nkH2+ d4

=2n%H2 - 2n%H2+ 2nkCH - 2nkCH + 2nkH2 + d4

~2n%H2 - 2nkCH + nk(2H2+ LH) + d4

(2nkCH < 2n%H2+ nk LH) .

Combine (2.20) and (2.21) we have always

and from (2.19) and nk = Jk/H2 + ak- 1 + b we find two constant c and d so that

TI + dirn Vo,f/,i(C) ~ 4k - cVkHC + dVk

for case2.

~emma 2.1 is completed.

We look at the diagram

~l

(e,ß)
----+ M(L, k) x .co,i ----+ M(L, k)

~o ----+ Hilb'i(X) x .co,i ----+O,f/,i

" p /

.cO,i

Lemma 2.1 just says that the variety U 6,'1,i e(FR t1 i) is a Zariski open dense set in the moduli space
6;:5;60 ,'li

M(L, k), where 80 is a constant depending only on Chern classes of X, Hand L.

Now we restriet our attention to the subvariety p-l(O(C)) =: VO~f/,i(C) C Hilb'i(X). More precisly,

we have the following:
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Lemma 2.2

There exist two constants ko and d so that for any k 2: ko and any 0 ~ 0o if e(Fr.'7,i) is a Zariski

open set in M(L, k), then

Proof

Under the assumption HC ~ 0o, and by standard arguments we show little later that

(2.22)

and

(2.23)

dirn Hilb'i(X) ~ 4k + d1Vk = dimM(L, k) + d1Vk + constant ,

On the other hand the fibre (e,p)-l([E],O(C» is identified with a Zariski open set of

HO(E(nk)( -C» via the block-map (see the end of 2.1), hence from (2.23) it holds

dime- 1 2:: dirn (e,p)-l

2:: TI - d2Vk

=dirn 7r-
1

- d2Vk

If dirn e(Fr.'7,i) = dimM(L, k), then

dirn Fr.'7,i =dimM(L, k) + dime- 1

2:: dimM(L, k) + 0 - d2Vk

=dimM(L, k) + dirn 7r-
1

- d2Vk ,

hence

d· ~o d· FO d· -11m 6,'7,i = Im 6,'7,i - 1m 7r

Applying the sime-continuous theorem to the morphism p: V6~'7,i ~ P(V6~'7,i) we get for any

O(C) E p(V6,'7,i)
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dirn V6~11Ii(C) 2:: dirn V6~l1Ji - dimp(V6~l1Ji)

2:: dimM(L, k) - d2Vk - q(X)

Finally from (2.22) we obtain

Now we begin to prove (2.22) and (2.23).

It is weH known that all curves C in X with the bounded degree HC ::; 0o form an algebraic

variety. This shows that for any such curve the numbers C 2 , K C and LC are bounded.

From (2.10) and noting nk = Jk/H2 + ak- 1+ b we get easily

dimHilb1i(X) =21i

= 2(n~H2 + k + nkHL + [C2 - C(2nkH + L)])

::; 4k + d1Vk .

Similar as the above, we find a positive integer ko so that for any k 2:: ko and any curve C in

X with H C ::; 0o the line bundle O(det(nk) - 2C) is ample. Kodaira vanishing theorem gives

H1(det(nk) + K - 2C) = O. Therefore from the exact sequence

0-+ HO(Iz ® (det(nk) + K - 2C)) -+ HO(det(nk) + K - 2C) -+

-+ HO(Oz ® (det(nk) + K - 2C)) -+ H1(Iz ® (det(nk) + K - 2C)) -+ 0

we obtain

hO(Iz ® (det(nK) + K - 2C))

=h1(Iz ® (det(nk) + K - 2C)) + (ho(det(nk) + K - 2C) - li)

=7] + (hO(det(nk) + K- 2C) -li) .

Noting (2.12), (2,10) and nk = Jk/ H2 + ak- 1+ b we get an upper bound

IhO(det(nk) + K - 2C) -lil

=1- 2k + li - CI{ + nkHK + X(O) + L(L + K)/21

=1- 2k + k + n~H2 + nkHL + C2
- C(2nkH + L) - CK + nkHK + X(O) + L(L + K)/21

::;alVk,
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hence

(2.24)

We want to compare HO(Iz ® (det(nk) + I< - 2C)) and HO(Iz ® (det(nk) - 2C)). We take a fixed

choosed effeetive divisor D in X so that linear systems IDI and ID - I{I are free from fixed

components and base points.

For each z E V6~'7Ji(C) we find D E IDI and D' E ID - I<I so that zn D =0= zn D'.

Look at the following exact sequences

o~ HO(Iz ® (det(nk) + I< - D - 2C» ~ HO(Iz ® (det(nk) + I< - 2C» ~

~ HO(O(D) ® (det(nk) + I< - 2C» ~ ... ,

and

o~ HO(Iz ® (det(nk) + I< - D - 2C» ~ H°(Iz ® (det(nk) - 2C» ~

~ HO(O(D') ® (det(nk) - 2C» ~ ... .

From the first exact sequence and (2.24), noting the Clifford theorem in the curve case

hO(O(D) ® (det(nk) + I< - 2C))

1
~2(det(nk) + I< - 2C)D

~a2Vk ,

we obtain

h°(Iz ® (det(nk) + I< - D - 2C»

~h°(Iz ® (det(nk) + I< - 2C)) - (a 2Vk)

~TJ - (at + a2)Vk ,

hence from the second sequence we get immediately

Finally from the exact sequence
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we have

hO(E(nk)( -C)) ~ h°(Iz ® (det(nk) - 2C)) - hl(O)

~ Tl - (al + a2)Vk - q(X)

~ Tl - d2Vk .

lemma 2.2 is proved.

By taking a line bundle O(D) on X we define three subvarieties in the moduli space M(L, k)

respect to the twisting O(D) as the following:

Mi :={ [E] E M(L, k) IHI(E(D)) ;f O}

M~ :={ [E] E M(L, k) IHI(E(D + K)) ;f O}

M~ :={ [E] E M(L, k) 13p E X HI(Ip ® E(D)) ;f O}

We have the main theorem in this section:

Theorem 2

Let nk(~ Jk/H2) be the smallest number so that x(E(nk)) ~ 1, then there exist two positive

:integers ko and mo so that for any k ~ ko and any m ~ mo the subvarieties Mi, M~, and M~

-.respect to the twisting O(mnkH) are proper in the each component of the moduli space M(L, k).

Proof

We prove at first the statement for Mi, and will see later that the rest cases are easily reduced to

this case. We consider little more general situation:

Suppose c is fix choosed positive integer, then there exist two positive integers kl and ml so that

for any integers k ~ k1, m ~ ml and -c ~ n ~ c the subvariety Mi respect to the twisting

O(m(nk + n)H) is proper in M(L, k).

Because all curves C in X with the bounded degree H C ~ 80 form an algebraic variety and

nk = Jk/ H2 + ak- l + b, we may find two positive integers ko and mo so that for any integers

k ~ ko, m ~ mo, -c ~ n ~ c and any curve C in X with HC ~ 80 the line bundles

O(((m - l)nk + mn)H + C - K) and O(det(nk) + ((m - l)nk + mn)H - C - K) are ample.

Furtheremore, noting li = n~H2 + nkHL + k + C2- C(2nkH + L) we may assume ko and mo are

big enough so that the second bundle satisfies the conditions in lemma 1.2 namely,
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and for any curve D in X it holds

[det(nk) + «m - l)nk + mn)H - C - K]D > 4hVk,

here h is an integer biger then the coefficient d in lemma 2.2.

We look at the Zariski-open dence set U 6.'1,- e(FoOn i) in M(L, k) from lemma 2.1. So it is sufficient
6:S 60 ,'li

to show that for any Zariski-open set e(F~f'J,i) the intersection M{ ne(FO~f'J,i) is a proper subvariety.

Let F~f'J,i be such a variety, we consider the following diagram

FOO,f'J,i

11,0O,f'J,i

(e,ß)
~ M(L,k) x .co,i~ M(L,k)

.co,i

It is also enough to prove for each fibre p-1(0(C)) =: F~f'J,i(C) the intersection M{ n e(F~f'J,i(C))

is a proper subvariety in e(F~f'J,i(C)),

Let [E] E e(F~f'Jli(C)), we look at the following twisted cohomology exact sequence induced hy (2.1)

The Kodaira vanishing theorem gives H1«mnk + mn)H + C) = O. If the [E] E M{ n e(FR,f'J,i(C)) ,

then from the above exact sequence we see that the subvariety 1re-1(M{ n e(F~f'Jli(C)) C VO~f'Jli(C)

C Hilbl-(X) lies also on the subvariety

which is exactly defined in lemma 1.2.

Therefore we obtain

By using lemma 2.2 we get

Look at the pull back of 1r, we have
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henee

The statement is proved for Mf.

By the exactly same argument we also show that M~ is proper in M(L, k).

As for Mj. We replaee rank 2 H-stable bundle E, [E] E M(L, k) by rank 2 H-stable torsion-free

sheaf I p ® E, pE X, [E] E M(L, k).

The bidual of Ip ® E is just E. This shows that Ip1 ® El ~ Ip'J ® E2 iff Ip1 ~ Ip'J' and E1 ~ E2 ,

henee the moduli spaee M'(L, k) of all such sheaves is isomorphie to M(L, k) x X. In partieular

dimM'(L,k) = dimM(L,k) +2.

For M'(L, k) we have the exactly same eonstruetion as (2.9)

(e,ß)
F'o ----+ M'(L, k) x .c6,i6,'7,i

~l
M'(L,k)

Let nk be the smallest integer so that x(Ip ® E(nkH)) ~ 1, it is easy to see that Ink - nkl IS

eonstant.

By the same argument in lemma 2.1 we have the following estimate of the dimension for F'o6,'7,i

respect the twisting O(nkH)

dirn F~~'7,i ::; 4k - d'Vk + c'Vk .

Henee we may take the Zariski open dense set MQ(L, k) := U 6,'1,i e(F~On i) In M'(L, k) so that
6~6o ,'"

(2.25) dimM'(L,k)(M'(L, k) \ M~(L, k)) ~ 3 .

If e(F~~'7,i) is a Zariski open set in M'(L, k), we have also the same inequality as in lemma 2.2
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Taking a line bundle O(D) on X we define also a subvariety in M'(L, k) respect to the twisting

O(D)

M{" := {[Ip ® E] E M'(L, k) IH1(Ip ® E(D» :/; O}

Let c be a fix choosed positive integer. By the same argument in the proof of lemma 2.3 for Mt
we find two constants k3 and m3 so that for any k ~ k3 , m ~ m3 and -c ~ n ~ c the subvariety

M{" respect to the twisting O(m(nk + n)H) satisfies

From (2.25) we get also

codimM'(L,k)M{" n M'(L, k) ~ 3

On the other hand the bidual Ip ® E -+ (Ip ® E)VV =Einduces the projection

PM : M'(L, k) -+ M(L, k) .

We see that the image PM(M{") is exactly Mj respect to the tiwsting O(m(nk + n)H), and is a

proper subvariety, since dirn Mf" ~ dirn M'(L, k) - 3 < dirn M(L, k).

Finally if we take ko := max(k1 , k2, k3 ) and mo := max(ml, m2, m3) and c = Ink - nkl, then

for any two integers k ~ ko and m ~ mo the subvarieties Mt, 1 ~ i ~ 3 respect to the twisting

O(mnkH) are proper in M(L, k). Theorem 2 is proved.
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3. Regular 2-form on the moduli space of rank 2 stahle hundles on an algehraic surface

In this section we are going to prove theorem 1.

By taking mk := mOnk in theorem 2 we have the Zariski open dense set M(L, k) \ Ur=lM! in the

moduli space M(L, k). Let F8,l be the moduli space defined in 2.1 of all extensions (2.1,mk) with

C = 0 and' TJ = dimExth(Iz ® det(nk), 0) = 1. Furthermore, suppose that e : F8,i --+ M(L, k) is

the morphism in (2.9), then we have simply the following:

Proposition 3.1

Proof

Let [E] E M(L, k) \ Ur=lM!, then H1(Ip ® E(mk)) = 0, Vp E X, and H1(E(mk)(K)) = O.

The vanishing of the first cohomology group implies that E(mk) is generated by its global sections.

Applying the Bertinis theorem to the map (see [GH2])

'follows that the set of sections from HO(E(mk)) with the isolated zero locus is a non-empty Zariski

open set. Thus each section from the above set induces the exact sequence (2.1,mk) with C =0

We twist the above exact sequence with canonical divisor K, hence get the cohomology exact

sequence

Because Hl(E(mk)(K)) = 0, Hl(Iz®(det(mk)+K)) ~ Exth(Iz®det(mk)'O)V ;/; 0 and H 2 (K) ~

HO(O) ~ C, we have TJ = dimExtb(Iz ® det(mk),O) = 1.

This means that all vector bundles [E] E M(L,k)\Ur~lM! come from the extensions (2.1,mk) with

C = 0 and TJ = 1, i.e. e(F8,d = M(L, k) \ Ur=lMt. Proposition 3.1 is proved.
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We denote simply that F := Fg,l and V := VO~l' In 2.1 we have eonstrueted an universal extension

E on X x F. Beeause any non-zero extension classes from Exth(Iz ®det(mk), 0) ~ C, z E V give

the isomorphie bundles E form the extensions (2.1,mk), henee it is easy to see that the universal

extension E on X x (F \ the zero seetion of F) ean be pushed down on X x V. This is in fact the

eonstruetion of the universal extension in [GV], page 366. Therefore we get a morphism

e : V ---+ M(L, k)

the image e(V) is the Zariski open dense set M(L,k) \ Ur=lMt, the fibre e-1([E]) is identified

with the Zariski open set ofthe projeetive spaee P(HO(E(mk))) via the bloek-map (see end of 2.1).

By taking the Zariski-close of V respeet e(V) in Hilb'(X) respeet in M(L, k), a eompactifieation

of M(L, k) (for example, the Gieseker-eompaetifieation), we get a surjeetive rational map

Let iIi be an irredueible eomponent of V and Mi := e(iIi) be the irredueible eomponent of M(L, k),

then we have the following lemma, perhaps shoud be ealled as the global bloek-map:

Lemma 3.2

There exists a finite rational map 9 : M-. Mi induced by a Galois-extension of the function field

I«Mi) so that for the fibre-product iIi XMi M =: ~ we have the following diagram of rational

maps

Px~
~ 9

iIi Hilb'(X)---+- Vi ---+- ---+-

(3.1)

~f le
9

MiMi ---+-

where P is the projective space identified by P(HO(E(mk)))' and \jT is abirational map.

Proof

We eonsider the fibration Vi -. Mi we may find a subvariety S C Vi of the dimmension = dirn Mi

and meeting generie fibre of Vi -. Mi in n points.

By the exactly same argument" Branehed eovering trick" in [BPV], page 43, theorem (18.3) for the

pl-bundle ease we have a finite rational map 9 : ~ -. Mi eoming from a Galois-extension of the

function field I«Mi)
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9
iIiVi -----+-

el le
....- 9

MiMi -----+-

so that the puB back of S in the fibre-product space Vi x Mi Mi =: Vi splits into n subvarieties

g*(S) = SI + ... + Sn, each Si meets generic fibre of Vi ~ ~ in one point.

The fibre of Vi ~ ~ over [E] is the fibre of Vi ~ Mi over [E] via the map 9 : ~ ~ Mi, which

is the image cp(PHO(E(mk))O), E E [E] ofthe block-map cp: PHO(E(mk))O ~ Vi,

On the other hand, let Vi := e- 1 (Mi n (M(L, k) \ Ur=1 Mt)), then any bundle Ez(mk) from the

extensions (2.1,mk)

has the global sections space ofthe constant dimension x(E(mk))' Therefore the direct image p*(&)

of the universal bundle & ~ X x Vi under the projection p : X x Vi ~ Vi is a rank hO(Ez(mk))

vector bundle Wi on Vi,

Because SI and Mare birational, the puB back vector bundle g*(Wi) on on SI induces a vector

bundle Wi on a Zariski open set Ai? C M, the fibre of Wi over [.E] is identified with the fibre of

Wi over E via the map ge-I: Aip ~ i/i, which is just HO(E(mk))'

Let WP denote the Zariski open set containing all sections with isolated zero locus. We define the

global block-map

as foBowing

([.E], s) ~ ([E], z),

where z is the zero locus of the section s of the bundle E(mk). The map W is weH defined, and

similar as the local block map W is an isomorphism.

Because the projective space bundle P(Wi) is birational to the trivial projective space bundle

P x Aip and ~ \ Aip is a proper subvariety of M, we get the diagram (3.1). Lemma 3.2 is done.
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Let w be a non-zero regular 2-form on X, then w induees a regular 2-forme <p on Hilbl(X) in a

eanonieal way. If w is everywhere non zero, this is exactly the eases that X is either a K 3 surfaee

or an abelian surfaee, then Beauville [Be] proved cp is everywhere non-degenerate on Hilbl(X),

i.e. the skew-symmetrie form <pp on the tangent spaee Tp(Hilbl(X)) defined by cp is everywhere

non-degenerate. In general we have the following statement:

Lemma 3.3

Let X be an algebraic surface, w be a regular 2-forrn on X with the zero locus (w)o, and

X o := X \ (w)o. Then the regular 2-forrn cp induced by w is everywhere non-degenerate on

Hilbl(Xo).

The following proof is same as in the eompaet ease, namely, if X is a K 3 surfaee or an abelian

surfaee ( see [B] ).

Proof

Let X! denote the set of l-tuples (xt, ... , Xl) with at most two Xi s equal, the 1- th symmetrie group

:EI operates naturallyon xi.
We have the eanonieal resolution of the singularities of Syml(X)", := xi/:EI ,

Xl
'"

Hilbl(X)",
7T

---+ Syml(X)",.

The map 1r is easy to understand, the fibre over eaeh 2z1 + L:~=3 Zi is just identified with the

exeeptional divisor E Z1 of the blowing-up X ---+ X at the point Zl,

and 1r is the blowing-up of D n Syml(X)", in Syml(X)", , where ~ = (T-l(D) is the diagonal of

Xl.

Noting ~ n X! is smooth of eodimension 2 in X!, if

denotes the blowing-up of xi along ~, then we have the following diagram

Bl:\(xi) 1

l
~Bl:\(Xb"') ---+

r -1
Hlibl(Xo)", ---+

Hilbl(X~ 7r
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where p is a Galois-covering with I;, ramified simply along the exceptional divisor E' of TJ.

From w we deduce a 2-form </> on X' by </> := L:~=1 p;(w) , which is everywhere non degenerate

on xb, where Pi : X' ~ X is the i-th projection.

The puB back TJ* (</» is invariant under the I;,-action, thus descents a holomorphic 2-form <p* on

Hilb'(X)*, with p*(<p*) = TJ*(</».

Let </>' and <p~ be the l-times wedge product of </> and <po

From the generalized Riemann-Hurwitz formular of canonical divisor for branch covering, and the

formular of canonical divisor for blowing-up along a sub-manifold of codimension 2 (see [GH2], page

608), we have:

p*(div(<p~)) =div(p*(<p')) - E'

=div(TJ*(</>')) - E'

=TJ*(div(</>')) + E' - E'

=TJ*(div(</>')).

Because </> is a symplectic structure on xb, thus

this shows that <p* IHilbl(Xo). is also a symplectic structure on H ilb'(Xo)*.

Because the subvariety Hilbl(X) \ Hilb'(X)* has codimension ~ 2, by the Hartoges theorem <p*

extends to a holomorphic 2-form <p on Hilb'(X).

We say div(<p'IHi'bl(Xo)) = O. Otherewise, it would be true

because the subvariety Hilb'(Xo) \ Hilb'(Xo)* has codimension ~ 2, it can not contain whoBy

the divsor div(<p'IHi'bl(Xo)). But we know already, div(<p~ IHilbl(Xo).) = 0, this is a contradiction.

Lemme 3.3 is proved.

Remark

Mumford considered the restriction of <p to the little smaller Zariski open set .Hilb' (XO)r of all

reduced G-dimensional subschemes. ([Mu])
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Now theorem 1 is a direet eonsequenee of theorem 2, lemma 3.2 and 3.3.

Proof of theorem 1

We eonsider the morphisms

tIi -----+ Hilbl(X)

where Mi is an irredueible eomponent of M(L, k) and e is a surjeetive r~tional map, the generie

fibre e-1([E]) is identified with PHO(E(mk)) of the dimension x(E(mk)) - 1 via the bloek-map.

Therefor we get

dirn tIi =dim Mi + di~ e- 1

~ 4k + eonstant + x(E(mk)) - 1

~ (4 + m~H2)k + aVk + b

and

~dimH ilbl(X) = 1
2

= c2(E(mk))

~ (1 + m5H2)k + a'Vk + b'

where a, b, a' and b' are some constants depending only on the Chern-classes of X, H, Land the

number mo in theorem 2. We see easily that if k is suffieently large, then

dirn Vi > ~dim H ilbl(X)

On the other hand, let w be a non-zero regular 2-form on X, form lemma 3.3 w induces a regular

2-form 'P on Hilbl(X), whieh defines a non-degenerate skew-symmetrie form 'Pp on the tangent

spaee Tp(Hilbl(X)), Vp E Hilbl(X \ (w)o). In particular, the maximal isotropie subspaees of 'Pp

have the -dimension I.

We show that the interseetion tIi n Hilbl(X \ (w)o) =: tlio is a non empty open set by the following

simple argument:

Let [E] be a generie element Mi n (M(L,k) \ Ur=lMl), then E(mk) is generated by its global

seetions. By using the Bertinis theorem again to the map
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we may find a section s E HO(E(mk)) with isolated zero locus z such that zn (w)o = 0. It just

means that z E Vi n Hilb'(X \ (w)o)

Let i be the the indusion map of the smooth part VOir of VOi In Hilb'(Xo), then the restrietion

i*(<p) is not zero, since dim VOir > !Hilb'(Xo).

By taking resolutions of singularities of the varieties Mi, ~,M, and Vi in the diagram (3.1) we

get

Thus we obtain a non-zero 2-form i*(r,o) on Vi, hence a non-trivial 2-form q,*g*i*(<p) on P x M/.

The isomorphisms HO(MI, 0 2 ) ----+ HO(P x MI, 0 2 ) and W'* : HO(P x MI, 0 2 ) --+ HO(Vi', 0 2 )

follow that q,* g* i* (r,o) hence g* i* (r,o) is pull back of a 2-form on MI.

Because g*i*(<p) is Gal(Vi'/Vi)-invariant, therefore the above 2-form on MI IS Gal(Mf/Mi)

invariant, hence descends a non-trivial 2-form on Mi. Theorem 1 is proved.
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